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Frame making day

The SS&DBKA AGM took 
place on 22nd March at 
Shareshill Village Hall.  
There was a minute’s 
silence for long serving 
member David Battersby 
who sadly passed away in 
January. President, Chris 
Shaw, talked about her 
fond memories of David 
and how he would be missed by all.
Our chairman Paul Twibill talked about the club’s 
achievements during 2017 and outlined the plans 
for 2018 and beyond.
Treasurer Claire George delivered the financial 
report and said that the club had increased its 
income from education courses and the sale of 
nucs and honey.
Julian Malein and Kate Davis retired from the 
committee and received a round of applause for 
their services to the club.
The new committee was duly voted in to serve for 
another year. 
The picture above shows Stuart Roberts being 
presented with BBKA certificates by the club 
President, Chris Shaw, well done Stuart.
The committee would like to say a big thank you 
to those members that attended the AGM. It was a 
good turn-out and a very positive meeting.

Shed mending at the apiary
On a wet Saturday in March an intrepid bunch 
of members gathered together at the apiary to 
carry out some essential maintenance to the 
club’s storage sheds. They also cleaned up hive 
equipment ready for the new season and left the 
apiary ready for action. The next job on site is 
errecting the marque, so watch out for the call. 

Thank you to Martyn 
for the pictures

For all club members 
who have not yet 
been to Hilton Green, 
the following guidance 
will ensure you can 
find the site.
If you are using a sat 
nav to get to there, 
use WV11 2BD which 
will bring you to Hilton 
Hall. With the hall on 
your right go over the 
motorway bridge and the site is on the left.

How to find Hilton Green

Frame making was the order of the day when club 
elves and pixies gathered at Craig’s workshop 
recently to assembly a large quantity of brood and 
super frames ready for the new season. 
The sound of hammering filled the air until tea 
and cake was served at half time. It wasn’t long 
before the mountain of wood was neatly turned into 
frames and stacked into boxes ready for wax. 
A big thank you to all who attended.  
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The association’s beginners course starts on 
Tuesday 24th April at Wolseley Centre. 
All club members are welcome to come along and 
listen to any or all of the lectures.  
There will be a small charge of £3 per lecture or all 
6 lectures for £10.
The lectures will run as follows commencing at 
7.00 pm prompt on the dates shown below:
L1 - Intro, frame making, honey show - 24th April
L2 - Honey bee biology - 1st May
L3 - Hives, tools and other hardware - 8th May
L4 - The beekeeping year - 15th May
L5 - Swarming and feeding - 22nd May
L6 - Pests and diseases - 29th May
For last year’s beginner beekeepers and improver 
beekeepers this is an opportunity to come and 
listen to the introductory lectures that you will have 
attended on the beginner course. 
A comment was made that “Now I have some more 
experience under my belt the lectures make a lot 
more sense to me,” so the committee would like to 
invite you to see the lectures for a second time.
Venue address - The Wolseley Centre, Wolseley 
Bridge, Stafford, ST17 0WT. (staffs-wildlife.org.uk)

Beginners course starts New hive ventilation system
Paul sent in 
these dramatic 
pictures of 
woodpecker 
damage to 
one of his 
poly supers to 
demonstrate the 
new ‘additional 
ventilation 
hive system’, 
courtesy 
of a Green 
Woodpecker.
Not sure it 
will catch on 
though!

The experience of Martyn Hocking, the 
Woolacombe beekeeper who correctly identified 
the Asian Hornet last year, led to an event in Devon 
which was attended by local beekeepers and 
members of the NBU.  
Asian Hornet Action Teams (AHAT) was started by 
Colin Lodge, Torbay BKA, with the aim of fighting 
the establishment of Asian Hornets, by speeding up 
the identification and verification process, to enable 
the NBU to deal with any Asian Hornet incursion 
efficiently and cost effectively.  
A new website AHAT.org.uk provides more 
information about the aims of the AHAT concept, 
guidance for beekeepers and association/branches 
and a place to register your BKA’s Asian Hornet 
Action Team. 
SS&DBKA is planning to register with AHAT so let 
the committee know if you would like to join the 
club’s Asian hornet action team. 

Asian Hornet Action Team

Thursday club meetings
A reminder that Improvers sessions have started 
up again, The next one is Thursday 7.30-9pm April 
19th then again on April 26th at Penkridge Fire 
Station, Boscomoor Lane, Penkridge, Staffordshire, 
ST19 5NU. The best place to park is at the bottom 
on the adjacent Co-op supermarket car park, 
accessed from the A449. 

Honey Show
The Club’s Honey Show will 
take place on September 22nd 
2018 at Hilton Green.
It is planned to open the show 
up for the public to view and 
we intend to promote bees and 
bee welfare, with stands and 
various bee related activites on 
the day. 
We would like more members to get involved with 
the honey show this year and have added some 
fun classes to the traditional classes to encourage 
people to enter their exhibits. 
One new feature this year is a honey tasting class 
with members voting for their favourite tasting 
honey. To enter this category simply purchase a 
marked jar from the club for £1, fill it with your most 
delicious honey and bring it along to the show. You 
never know it could be you winning.  
Jars and super frames are available from Alan or 
Steve at apiary meetings.
Look out for more news on the honey show in 
future editions of the newsletter. 
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Vita

Vita Bee Health 
Some thoughts from Stafford Bee Group.
A well-attended last meeting of Stafford Bee Group 
April 2018, was addressed by Sebastian Owen 
of VITA (Europe). I confess that I was not looking 
forward to the meeting expecting to have my 
sceptic’s nerves twitching and facing a hard sell.  
None of it! The talk was informative and thought 
provoking in several ways.
Firstly, I was reminded how long, onerous and 
expensive the process of getting Veterinary 
medicines is, especially so for companies such 
as Vita which consist of just a hand full of staff.  
Also,  not all research produces a useful product 
that can be used in practice in our hives despite it 
working well in the lab.  I am aware that Vita are a 
commercial organisation, but I am appreciative that 
someone is doing research and testing to prove 
both the efficacy and safety of the products they 
sell for us to use.
Which brings me on to the second point, 
“Beekeepers are often their own worst enemies”, 
they have been known to attempt to solve 
problems with inappropriate, untested chemicals 
with little regard for establishing a correct dosage 
or testing for residues and side effects. Others 
(probably men), either don’t read instructions 
or think they know better and either increase or 
decrease the dosage of approved medicines and 
then seem surprised when this leads to issues 
such as resistant mites!
Bee nutrition is an area Vita have been researching 
and have a range of food supplement products 
which should be available by the end of the year.  
The research suggests that improved nutrition 
can increase colony size by up to two frames of 
brood, with the consequent improvement in forager 
numbers and potential honey production, around a 
couple of kilos per hive on average, which should 
make up for the additional cost per hive of the 
supplements.  Of course, better fed bees means 
they are more likely to deal with fungal, bacterial, 
viral diseases and perhaps Varoa than if they are 
poorly fed we all know this.
As Sebastian explained, bees, just like other 
organisms, cannot synthesise all the proteins they 
need, and therefore have to get them through food. 
It brought it home once again, that our environment 
has changed dramatically, mostly through human 
actions, so the range and numbers of wild plants 
is much reduced and inconsistent across the 
country.  Urban bees are reckoned by some to be 
healthier and more productive than their country 
cousins.  This made me think about how the 

situation could be improved other than by feeding 
supplements.  Which plants, and how many 
need to be encouraged to fill the gap?  I am sure 
diversity is the key, but not all nectar and pollen 
sources are equally good.  OSR is for example a 
great source of highly nutritious pollen and nectar, 
one of the best! but even it doesn’t contain all the 
bee’s nutritional requirements.
As a Bee Gym sceptic, I was pleased to be 
persuaded they might be worth a try, if for no other 
reason than that some bees at least like a good 
scratch and we all know how that feels! If it helps 
knock of additional varoa, better still!  I think they 
will be on my list for the convention and something 
to consider for the Association Apiaries.
There were other products, small hive beetle traps 
for instance, but I will finish with the ApiShield 
floor.  I had seen this advertised and at various 
conventions.  Although it is designed to deal with 
Asian hornets, wasps and wax moth I feel that 
the overall design has several features worth 
considering in the general design of floors:
• Entrance through holes on the front, easier to 
defend, bees come up through the floor.
• Space above the mesh floor reduced to 9mm or 
so, which is now recommended by some.
• The unit is enclosed so there is an effective 
draught proof floor.
• Access for the invaders at the side also act as 
ventilation which could be controlled out of the 
hornet season.
The empty cassette will be an effective air space 
which might offer some insulation, no doubt this 
could be improved with addition of more insulation. 
Vita reckon only 
one of these floor 
is necessary 
for every five 
hives, perhaps 
because they 
saw beekeepers’ 
collective jaws 
dropping when 
the price tag was 
revealed!  On the other hand, if you are replacing 
a floor or buying a new hive the additional cost 
is perhaps out weighed by the advantages. One 
or two for Shugborough? What do you think? 
If nothing else we might use them as a way of 
monitoring wasp, hornet and wax moth activity at 
the site.
Oh! and there were prizes, well done Martyn.
Overall an interesting and worthwhile evening 
despite the weight of my sceptic’s hat.    Paul Twibill

ApiShield floor
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Pollen is coming in...
Pollen is very important to bees and once the bees 
start bringing it back to the hive, it is a sure sign 
that the queen is laying.
You should start to see the bees bringing in pollen 
now,  but where are they getting it from and what 
do they do with it? By studying the chart below it 
will give you an idea which plants the bees are 
visiting.  
An average-size honey bee colony will bring in 
many pounds of pollen in a season. Pollen is an 
essential part of the the bees diet and provides 
a wide range of nutrients including protein, 
carbohydrates, lipids, vitamins, and minerals.
The bees have enzymes in their digestive tract that 
split the grains apart. The interior is then digested 
and the empty husks are excreted. 
Most of the collected pollen is eaten by nurse bees. 
They use the nutrition absorbed from it to secrete 
royal jelly from their hypopharyngeal glands. 
The jelly is fed to young larvae, including workers, 

drones and queens. The queens receive a steady 
diet of royal jelly throughout their development.
Most bees collect just pollen or just nectar on a trip, 
but a few carry both at the same time. The pollen is 
carried in hairy receptacles on their hind legs called 
pollen baskets or corbiculae. A single bee can carry 
about half her own body weight in pollen.
Once back at the hive, the workers store the pollen 
in an empty cell, usually at the perimeter of the 
brood nest, forming a ring around it. During the 
brood rearing season, the pollen may be stored for 
only a few days but during the winter it is stored for 
much longer.
Honey bees usually forage on only one kind of 
flower on any single trip and this helps us to better 
identify pollen from its colour. This is nature’s way 
of assuring that plants are cross-pollinated. 
For example a bee going to blackberries keeps 
going to blackberries until there are no more 
blackberry flowers. She will then switch to oil seed 
rape or something else. 

Pollen comes in 
many varied colours. 
The colours on this 
chart are only a 
guide as computer 
monitors vary in how 
they show colours. 
It is recommended 
that you use a 
commercially printed 
chart to take to 
the hive for pollen 
assessment. 
Thornes sell pollen 
identification 
cards, a set of 8 
double sided colour 
reference cards 
showing different 
pollens through the 
year priced at £4 
+ postage. A large 
wall chart ’Pollen 
in Honey’ listing 
the main pollens 
collected by bees 
is also available for 
£21.50. This includes 
electron microscope 
images of the pollen. 
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General consumption

Charles Davies

Book Shelf
Beehives and Bee Keepers’ 
Appliances – Edited by Paul N. 
Hasluck – Published by Cassell and 
Company Limited – 1905 – Abebooks 
price £7.84 (for a print on demand 
version) An original 1905 
version will set you back 
£125

I had put 2 books aside to 
read whilst on my Easter 
break and I was completely 
surprised by both books. I 
had preconceived ideas as 
to the contents of each book 
and I couldn’t have been 
more wrong.
I was expecting a fairly gentle amble through 
various beekeeping appliances and their uses. 
However, it was more like an engineer’s guide to 
making everything beekeeping.
Beehives – It gives detailed drawings with 
dimensions for several hives including the WBC. 
It then gives hints and tips as to how to go about 
making the various bits and pieces. There are also 
detailed images of the joints. 
Frames – Again there are detailed drawings of 
various types of frame including Hoffman self-
spacing frames. It also covers wiring frames and 
the tools involved. There is information about frame 
spacers and even using staples as frame spacers. 
Dummy boards, queen excluders, frame feeders, 
section racks and sections are all discussed.
It then moves on to observation hives of various 
types and an inspection case which I’d not come 
across before. It is essentially a glass box, like a 
nucleus box, that you can put a few frames in for a 
short period of time.
It then moves on to queen rearing boxes, super 
clearers and then on to smokers !
It gives tip on how to braze the tin plate and which 
springs to choose. Believe it or not, it then goes on 
to explain how to make your own honey extractor. It 
follows this by discussing solar wax extractors and 
steam wax extractors. 
It is an amazing little book but not for general 
consumption. It is for the specialist with their own 
workshop. Whilst reading it I imagined Charles 
Davis as the perfect recipient of such a book.

Bee Matters and BeeMasters – 
Herbert Mace – 1944 second edition - 
Abebooks price £9.00

Again preconceived ideas 
led me to believe that this 
was going to be a whistle-
stop tour of the great and 
the good of beekeeping. 
However, on starting this 
book I was delighted to 
find a mixture of tributes 
to beekeeping greats such 
as Francis Huber and his 
contribution to beekeeping 
knowledge and discussions 
on various challenging beekeeping subjects such 
as swarming and bee breeding. 
This is a delightful book and more amenable 
to general consumption. The beekeeping topic 
discussions are intelligent and interesting whilst the 
historical importance of the various beekeepers is 
sometimes surprising. For instance, did you know 
the Francis Huber was blind ? He did all of his 
beekeeping experiments through his servant and 
his wife did all of his writing for him. 
The various topics are full of nice little anecdotes 
and one such is a description of wintering problems 
being fictitious. Mace claims that they are an import 
from the United States and that the best insulation 
of bee hives is bees. “It was always said, and is still 
true, that the best packing for bees is bees” 
SR

South Staffs Facebook page
The club has a facebook page where we 
post up to the minute club bee keeping news 
and images. So why not add ‘South Staffs 
Beekeepers’ to your viewed sites list and catch 
up with us.

Bee Friendly Borough
Burton upon Trent, part of South 
East Staffordshire is planting 
pollinating flowers to encourage 
bees and other helpful insects.
The sign spotted recently at a bus 
stop in Branston indicates where 
they are planted. Well done, they 
deserve a pat on the back...
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If you have any stories, pictures or information 
that you would like included in the newsletter, or if 
you have items for sale or wish to comment on the 
content of previous newsletters, please send to:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk and 
make the subject “Item for the newsletter”. 

Items for the newsletter SS&DBKA Links
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/SSBKA 
Website:
http://southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk/ 
E-Mail:
ssbka-mail@southstaffsbeekeepers.co.uk

April
5th - SBG - Bee Health - Jeremy Owen - Vita Europe  
- N.B. 7.15pm start time
12th - SS&DBKA Thursday night club meetings start 
- Penkridge Community Fire Station, ST19 5NU - 
7.30pm
13th & 15th - BBKA Spring Convention - Harper 
Adams University, Shropshire, TF10 8NB
19th - SS&DBKA club meeting - Penkridge 
Community Fire Station, ST19 5NU - 7.30pm 
24th - Beginners Theory Course Starts - first lecture 
of 6 - Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt
26th - SS&DBKA club meeting - Penkridge 
Community Fire Station, ST19 5NU - 7.30pm
May
1st - Beginners Theory Course - second lecture of 6 
- Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt
8th- Beginners Theory Course - third lecture of 6 - 
Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt
12th - Wildlife Fair, Purton 
13th - Wildlife Fair, Stafford Castle
15th - Beginners Theory Course - fourth lecture of 6 
- Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt 

20th - Bee Experience Day - Shugborough
22nd - Beginners Theory Course - fifth lecture of 6 - 
Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt 
29th - Beginners Theory Course - last lecture of 6 - 
Wolseley Centre - 7pm prompt
30th & 31st - Stafford County Show, Stafford
June
2nd - Beginners Practical Course Starts - First 
session of 6 - Shugborough Apiary - 11am prompt
July
8th - Bee Experience Day -  Shugborough 
TBC - SS&DBKA Barbecue - Hilton Green
August
September
1st - Whittington Fair 
9th - Bee Experience Day - Shugborough 
22nd & 23rd - SS&DBKA Honey Show - Hilton 
Green, Shareshill, WV112BG 
23rd - Bee Experience Day - Hilton Green
October
25-27th - National Honey Show, Sandown Park

What’s on - 2018 diary dates

£14.50

Ambrosia for sale

Please place your orders with Craig Dimberline 
via mobile: 07974203838  or 
email: craig.dimberline@icloud.com     

The club still has Ambrosia for sale. Just right 
for feeding those splits, new nucs and swarms.     

Collect from 
Shugborough Apiary

Tub of Ambrosia Syrup - 12.5kg     

Each  

Find the Queen
In the March edition our intrepid Queen bee was 
at the bottom of page 5 in the photograph on the 
right near Brian’s foot. Hope she found somewhere 
warm to go in this edition but I wonder where?



Apiary Practice Guidelines

Conduct
◊	 For obvious safety considerations, no one 
should visit the Apiary on their own

◊	 Visitors must inform the Duty Bee Keeper for 
the day of any pre-existing medical conditions 
which may affect the individual’s safety at the 
Apiary

◊	 Bees are sensitive to smell so do not wear 
strong perfumes, deodorants or hair products

◊	 Only equipment especially hive tools 
supplied by SSDBKA can be used at the 
Apiary. SSDBKA members or visitors using the 
equipment will be responsible for cleaning it 
after use and in the case of smokers-emptying 
these	in	the	provided	fire	box

◊	 Visitors attending the Apiary must sign the 
attendance register and give name, emergency 
contact and supply their car registration number

Clothing
◊	 Long trousers and long-sleeved tops 

◊	 Wear suits/coveralls and veiled head gear 
(latter supplied by the Association) *

◊	 Gloves covered by disposable gloves 
supplied by the Association

◊	 Wellingtons/ or similar - no heels or open 
toed shoes;

◊	 Association arm gauntlets can be purchased 
from the Association.  

 * If loaned from SSDBKA, the recipient is 
responsible for washing it between sessions 

Beekeeping Practice
◊	 Adjacent hives shouldn’t be opened at the 
same time unless there are practical reasons 
why this can’t be avoided;  

◊	 During hive inspections if queen cells are 
found, members or visitors must consult with 
the Duty Bee Keeper regarding whether to put 
the queen in a nuke and leave a single queen 
cell in the hive or make up a new nuke from a 
single queen cell. Consideration must be given 
when making splits to the past temperament 
of a colony and therefore records detailing 
the mood of the hive must be completed after 
every inspection;

◊	 If colonies need supplementary feeding, 
empty supers should be removed or placed 
below the brood box;  

◊	 If surplus brace or burr comb is found 
during hive inspections, when removed this 
must be put in the provided receptacles;

◊	 When removing supers from hives 
particularly during mid-summer months, these 
must be covered to prevent robbing.  No single 
super frames should be left uncovered and if 
these are surplus, visitors should check to see 
if they can be used elsewhere or placed in an 
empty super in the storage shed;

◊	 The agreed SSDBKA Apiary record sheet 
must be completed after every inspection   

◊	 SSDBKA members can use the isolation  
Out-Apiary at Hilton Green for any swarms that 
they collect and don’t want to keep themselves.

◊	  No new bee colonies can be brought 
onto the Shugborough Apiary unless with the 
agreement of the AWG or SSDBKA Committee.

Produced by SSDBKA Apiary Working Group 16032018


